Leading IP and Commercial/Corporate Law Practice

Khurana & Khurana (K&K) is a leading IP and Commercial/Corporate Law Practice in India, and comprehensively undertakes legal representation of numerous Corporates ranging from Fortune 5 to Cutting-edge Start up entities through its core team of over 270+ professionals spread across India and South-East Asia/GCC.

Rich Experience and Unshakable Trust

K&K proudly represents several Indian/Domestic Entities through overall Patent Filings of over 6000 applications a year and 7500 Trade Mark applications a year, making it the largest in overall Portfolio Creation, Management, and Enforcement extremely comprehensive and thorough.

Strongly Ranked and Recommended

K&K is strongly recommended by Chambers, Legal 500, Managing IP, IAM, Asia IP, RSG, Acquisition-INTL, Corp-INTL, and Benchmark Litigation and is also ranked as the highest PCT filing law firm in India along with several firm members being individually ranked for their litigation and prosecution practices.

Cross-Border Representation and Diversity in Inclusion

Apart from having multiple offices throughout India, K&K has several offices in South-East Asia with proudly over 60% women force along with direct representation in UAE/GCC, and therefore can directly represent clients in all such regions along with other global territories through its strong network of foreign associates.

Exemplary Testimonials

Excellent work taking the input from the team, writing the patent and then revising it on time. I am amazed what we pulled through in 2 weeks. Maybe we can sustain this momentum for future disclosures and patents!

--Patent Counsel, Carrier

Our detailed review of the report indicates that the search uncovered exactly what we were looking for. We continue to look forward to working with you.

--Patent Attorney from Baker Botts

We received both the invalidity search reports, thank you for the good work.

--Partner and Patent Litigation Attorney from Morgan Lewis

The landscape report is very nice. Thank you for the hard work on this project.

--Patent Attorney from Oliff

The patentability report is very helpful, you did a great job!

--Patent Attorney from Kilpatrick Townsend

Thanks very much for the FTO Search report and marking the applications. This is a big help for us.

--Patent Counsel, AET

The Office Action responses prepared are thorough, to the point, and technically accurate.

--Patent Counsel, Avery Dennison

The results provided are helpful and we are planning to spend some time with them. We particularly liked the Chen reference.

--Patent Attorney at Charhon Callahan Robson & Garza

Practice Areas

/ Intellectual Property (IP) / Arbitration
/ Technology and Media / IBC Advisory
/ Corporate/Commercial Law / Data Protection Services
/ Tax Law / Environment Law
/ RERA/Property Laws / POSCH Practice
/ Banking / Labour Laws
/ Media and Entertainment / Sports Law

Industries

/ Technology & Software / Food and Healthcare
/ Pharmaceuticals & Life Sciences / Consumer Products
/ Automotive and Engineering / Medical Devices
/ IoT and AI/ML / Semiconductors
/ Chemical and Oil/Gas / Electronics/Electrical

Key Focus Areas in Patent Support

Patent Preparation/Prosecution

IP Valuation & Audit

IP Litigation

Licensing and Monetization

Patent Searching and Analytics

 Opposition and Infringement Analysis

Landscapes/FTO and Competitive Intelligence

Exemplary Clientele

Telephone: US +1 (202) 970 1340 | India +91 (120) 313 2513, 350 5740
Website: www.iprd.com | Email: iprd@iprd.com
IIPRD is a leading and established IP Asset Management and Patent Prosecution/Litigation and Licensing Support Practice with heavy-duty representations of Corporates ranging from Fortune 10 to Start-up technology driven companies for the past over 2 decades.

IIPRD is a team of core 270+ technology and legal professionals focusing on comprehensive IP Portfolio Creation and Management, Patent Preparation/Prosecution, Patent Search/Analytics, Licensing and Litigation Support mandates comprising of over 45 PhDS from reputed institutes worldwide, with an average experience of over 7+ years in the core Patent Practice.

IIPRD has a core team of software and data engineers who are responsible for development of several proprietary tools and plug-in scripts that facilitate undertaking of semantic and AI-driven patent searches, infringement analysis, patent preparation/drafting, and preparation of Office Action responses along with identification of infringement instances and corresponding preparation of claim charts and evidence of use.

Apart from technology and market research support, IIPRD also provides comprehensive Patent Docketing, Illustrations, and Legal support that, through several docketing softwares, provide end-to-end filing and portfolio management support along with incorporation of tools such as HatchIDS to seamlessly generate and upload IDSs.

Finally, IIPRD is incorporated in the US and India, with a core team in the US to undertake client engagement with an Office in Washington DC, which enables IIPRD to, apart from Patent Search/Support Services, additionally assist Asian clients in strategic support on IP Valuation, Audit, Training, and allied Due-Diligence Services, making IIPRD as a single point destination for all IP requirements.

Key Focus Areas in Patent Support
- Patent Preparation/Prosecution
- IP Valuation & Audit
- Patent Litigation Support
- Patent Licensing and Monetization
- Patent Searching and Analytics
- Invalidity and Infringement Analysis
- Landscape/FTO and Competitive Intelligence

Exemplary Clientele